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THERE IS A SOCIALIST COUP UNFOLDING IN CANADA, AND WE
TAXPAYERS ARE FUNDING IT!

Under this socialist revolution, there is no need to confiscate your property -
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they can simply redistribute your wealth.

Canada is quietly going through a socialist coup.

If I had written these words just one year ago, it would have been deemed
conspiratorial. But I have heard from too many Canadians over the past six
months about what they have seen taking place. Ever since Justin Trudeau
tried to grant himself king-like powers at the beginning of the COVID crisis,
what we have been witnessing in Canada is a socialist coup that we, the
taxpayers, are funding.

With a $343-billion deficit, Canada has started on a perpetual debt scheme
reminiscent of Argentina. Even more concerning is that COVID relief has
ballooned into non-health-related issues like favouring “green energy
initiatives” (which are rarely actually green) over natural resource
development.

The lack of transparency in government has raised concerns about
unexplained inconsistencies, including: adding new rules that made it
difficult for smaller retail and grocery stores to operate, but allowing larger
outlets to function; cracking down on places of worship, but not on protesters;
and limitations on family gatherings to which politicians don’t adhere.

All of these unanswered questions raise queries about the hidden agenda
behind providing a guaranteed income of $24,000 per year to able-bodied,
working-age Canadians, at an annual cost to the taxpayer of $464.5 billion.
We’ve committed hundreds of millions of dollars to helping other countries
fight COVID-19 while still having insufficient testing for Canadians; we still lack
proper supports for small businesses and farmers to get through the
pandemic; and we are essentially threatened that if we do not support the
unjustified spending, all government support will disappear.

Trudeau has stated clearly that he wants Canada to be a “post-national”
country. He is perceived as an evangelist for a new type of 21st-century
socialism - a quiet and bloodless revolution that seeks to control our lives
through economic dependency.

Under this socialist revolution, there is no need to confiscate your property -
they can simply redistribute your wealth through a home equity tax,



they can simply redistribute your wealth through a home equity tax,
confiscate hunting firearms that were legally purchased and owned, increase
a ubiquitous carbon tax, or even potentially confiscate a portion of your
retirement savings through a new tax on the private sale of your home.

Many Canadians rightly fear the repercussions of Trudeau transforming
Canada into a cashless society. They have told me that they are afraid the
Liberals will impose a social credit score, similar to the one that exists in
China where people’s behaviours are monitored through 5G cameras; for this
reason, they also distrust the COVID Alert app.

But, the truth is maybe more insidious. There is no need for an official social
credit score when the government is already picking and choosing which
businesses can be open and which ones can’t, and which jobs are essential.
Looking back on the Canada Summer Jobs debacle we see the Liberals had
already taken their first shot at controlling who was worthy of government
support based on personal beliefs. They simply hide behind government
bureaucracy to do it. They have made it plain that they believe those same
beliefs make people unfit to serve in public office, become judges or hold
any position of influence in society.

Canadians rightly fear that this authoritarian socialist agenda will be so
insidious, there will be no need to throw dissenters in jail because new societal
protocols can be put in place and those who fail to obey the ever-changing
societal “norms” can simply be fined or jailed for minor infractions. Every
socialist state has two sets of rules - one for those connected with
politicians and bureaucrats, and another for the ordinary person. The fear is
that Canada will be no different: recently we have seen politicians engage in
significant conflicts of interest, only to receive small fines or slaps on the
wrist. Meanwhile, average citizens potentially face steep fines for hosting a
dinner party or spending time with their child in a park. The health minister, for
goodness sake, was telling Canadians not to travel while racking up frequent
flyer points.

You’re probably hoping for some good news at the end of this piece, and here
it is: we are the good news, and we still have a democracy. For Trudeau to
remake Canada into a socialist state, he will have to go through us first.
He cannot do that if we get engaged, vote and volunteer.



By: Leslyn Lewis 
Former candidate for the Leadership of the Conservative Party of Canada 
The National Post - October 2, 2020 
Click here

OUR READERS' COMMENTS SECTION

1. From a Reader: What Canada will look like in three years if Trudeau gets his
way, with his Green New Deal and Climate Emergency! Click here

2. From a Reader: The final paragraph of Robin Day (Action Alberta newsletter
#148) is spot on. Premier Kenney's pleadings on Friday October 2, 2020 were
a further sad humiliation. He's becoming an embarrassment in his naivety. Ken
Pirie from two issues ago (Action Alberta newsletter #146) was also dead on
the hope Kenney and O'Toole represent for Alberta. How do we remove
Premier Kenney from within? We cannot split the right and gift Notley a
mandate! Just my musings but I'd love for every Albertan to read Ken Pirie's
submission and reflect for just 5 minutes, especially Kenney supporters. I'm
unaware of a group mobilizing to remove Kenney but I would happily support
and contribute should you be aware of one.

3. From a Reader: I have read that Premier Kenney is “entertaining”legal
action over eastern treatment. His refusal to use the "Notwithstanding Clause"
instead of court battles as main weapon is bewildering. Knowing his high
school alma matter (Notre Dame at Wilcox, Sask.) had coaches who developed
strong character. Coaches were expected to excel in developing Spirit, Soul,
and body. They developed winning teams. They were expected to win! The
Premier was hired in Alberta to win, not accept financial loss, and destruction
of our province. We all know what happens to coaches who don't have
winning at heart

4. From a Reader: A2A: Beautiful!!! Trump and Alaskans are exhibiting the
usual Yankee go-ahead thinking which is what made the US the economic
giant it is today. The geopolitcal ramifications of such a rail line are stupendous
for Alberta, Alaska, Japan, China and sundry other Asian countries, never mind
the strategic implications for the US. What does Alberta get from its Ottawa
Liberal politicians and Laurentian elites?? More lockdown threats, more federal
debt, total inaction on TMX, tanker bans, pipeline bans, scandal after scandal,
etc., etc. Of course this is only a partial list. Most of your readers know the
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whole sorry story. Canada's economy gets burned down with Alberta in the
hottest part of the fire. So, what happens next? As is mentioned in your piece,
the Liberals are sure to turn themselves inside out to try to stop this project.
However, as also mentioned in your piece, the USMCA may very well be the
lever that the Americans will use to force this project through. I'm sure that the
US government's lawyers have carefully gone over the language of the
USMCA long before this project was announced. Rampant anti-American
sentiment in Ontario, BC, Quebec, etc. will be widely reported in the bought-
and-paid-for MSM to "show" Canada's great unwashed how "unpopular" this
project is "with most Canadians". Voices of A2A supporters will NOT be
reported by ANY MSM outlets, of course.

5. From a Reader: Good afternoon Albertans: I have been keeping a running
personal account that leads me to believe not only Albertans but all Canadians
are being led down the garden path by a Prime Minister whom has no business
plying his personal or left over father's wishes to undo the Canadian heritage,
the freedoms that past and present Canadians fought for and present
Canadians mistakenly think he is helping us attain. Mr. Trudeau is trying to
reach a utopian society that could only to be outdone by a movie production
company making a science fiction flop! If anyone thinks the oil industry is done
or should be, please consider firstly where and how oil is used in our daily
lives? If you are honest and true to yourselves you will suddenly find with little
effort that every single thing you are enjoying today relies on oil and all of it's
derivatives - yes absolutely everything, including all your green goodies and
yes even electric trains, autos, aircraft, electric cars, electricity itself, wind
turbines and on and on. This list is far too vast to provide in one letter.
Furthermore, I don't hear anyone complaining about all the aircraft, including
all the military equipment that must be kept mobile on a daily basis so you can
sit and complain about Alberta Oil and how it is destroying the world. Ask
yourselves about all the monstrous motor homes, boats, cargo ships, etc. that
you rely on to bring in all the cheaper life items that you are so willing to need
and buy from foreign locations that treat their own people like vermin and
slaves so you can be content. Go to Universities with mega modern buildings
that are being modeled as super green all the while knowing oil had something
to do with making buildings like this happen. I am totally abhorred by the
people of Canada and Alberta that enjoy the benefits of the oil industry and yet
are so eager to slander and desecrate an industry that has benefitted every
single Canadian and new Canadian for a long as anyone can remember. Prime
Minister Trudeau and all his misled cronies must go - period - or Canada is



Minister Trudeau and all his misled cronies must go - period - or Canada is
never going to be the visionary place you are being led to believe it is going to
be. Our freedom of choices is being taken away slowly but surely. All
Canadians (not just two provinces) make up Canada and all Canadians need to
wake up, speak up, and take a stand before all the freedoms and choices that
make this country the best place on the planet to live are gone!!! I am a very
worried Albertan and Canadian hoping all the Canadians and new Canadians
that left their homelands to find a better way can see through the bribes from
the lands of milk and honey by the few whom wish to make it a dictatorship. I
am free and I care sincerely about our future!

ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING

In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the
need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.

1. WHEN IS ENOUGH ENOUGH? Click here

2. 'THIS TRULY IS A JOBS CRISIS,' SAYS KENNEY AS SUNCOR
ANNOUNCES IT WILL ELIMINATE UP TO 15% OF STAFF Click here

3. CONRAD BLACK: LIBERALS PLEDGE TO FURTHER OPPRESS THE
COUNTRY Click here

4. TRUDEAU'S HOT AIR: PM's CLIMATE CHANGE PROMISES ARE
FANTASIES Click here

5. TRUDEAU'S SECOND CARBON TAX COMING AT WORST POSSIBLE
TIME](https://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/opinion-trudeaus-second-
carbon-tax-coming-at-worst-possible-time)

ACTION ALBERTA - WHO WE ARE

We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our
work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible
and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta
by our Federal Government. Alberta’s energy sector is the most important
driver of the Canadian economy and its health directly impacts the standard of
living of every Canadian. Unfortunately, that is not happening under our current
Federal government!
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Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair,
inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you
would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me.

Thank you for ALL of your support and interest!

Robert (Bob) J. Iverach, Q.C. 
Calgary, Alberta 
biverach@mac.com

Ken Wilson 
Calgary, Alberta 
kenfwilson@icloud.com

Rick Shannon 
Calgary, Alberta

Neil Bowker 
Edmonton, Alberta

If you wish to receive our emails, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Subscribe".

If you do not wish to receive them, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!

If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a
fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about
the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and
equalization/transfer payment crisis.

NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Action Alberta activities.
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